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Self-Reflection

How
does
the artifact you selected
demonstrate strengths & growth
in the communication
competency?

Meeting more together might develop my communication competency. One of my group
members didn’t had much time to meet together after schools and on the weekends, so we
chose to finish much as we can at lunch time and in class time. Also, fortunately, my other
group member had some time, so we could finished some decorations and making some
rooms, but we couldn’t make many furniture as the floor plan.

In what ways might you further
develop your communication
competency?

If we had a bigger shoe box, or didn’t had to make the house inside of the shoe box, it might
develop my thinking competencies. I know it might be easier to bring the project home and
How
does
work on it, but it was complicated to make a tiny furnitures and way more smaller circuits
the artifact you selected
demonstrate strengths & growth than I’ve expected for my room plan. We had to change some floor plan; remove the yard
in the thinking competencies?
and some other rooms we had in our house. We might had complex circuit too if we didn’t
had to remove and change some floor plans, or if we had larger box to work on.
In what ways might you further
develop your thinking
competencies?

Like I said on demonstrating strengths and growth in the thinking competencies, we might
have created a complex circuit too, and meeting more to work on the project or talking
How
does
about the project more, which might develop my personal and social competencies. For the
the artifact you selected
switch in my parallel circuit (kitchen and front door), I tried to make it easier to turn the
demonstrate strengths & growth
switch on and off, so I put the switch nearest to the front door, and the other switch nearest
in the personal & social
to the center of the house, which makes people not go through the darkness to turn the
competencies?
switch on. Also, it is in parallel circuit instead of series circuit, so it doesn’t turn off the other
In what ways might you further
lights in other room at the same time if you turn off the switch, and save more electricity.
develop your personal & social
competencies?

